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Presentation contents

• The Brexit process

• Post-Brexit 

collaboration



The Brexit process



The uncertainty of Brexit 

Free Trade Agreement 

Single Market 

Four freedoms

Customs Union

WTO

Access to EU funding

Hard or soft Brexit

? Cross border cooperation
Labour market mobility

Maritime space

Financial Settlement

Irish border



Countdown to Brexit: key events



Existing EU co-operation models

Level of access to EU Single Market
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Potential UK–EU co-operation models 

EFTA. Free movement, pay for access to single 
market and EU benefits. Not in customs union

Free Trade Agreement

WTO rules – how we now trade with US, Japan, 
etc, but bilateral rather than part of EU

EFTA but with multiple bilateral agreements

Customs Union – with an eye on future 
membership



Whatever is agreed …

“No final trade deal before Brexit”            
Guy Verhofstadt



Post-Brexit collaboration



Territorial Co-operation Programmes



What does future EU co-operation look like?



Why co-operate? 

“Interreg provides a platform for public 
administrations, national, regional and local 
authorities, civil society, NGOs, academia, the 
private sector and enterprises to cooperate 
across national borders and across sectors to 
share the responsibility of delivering jointly 
agreed objectives.”

INTERact Ideas for Interreg post-2020



Cambridge



Peterborough



Shared strengths and priorities

• Cambridge - building on strength in the 
knowledge economy and translating world-
leading research into commercial benefits

• Peterborough - Smart City using use new 
technologies and new thinking to drive growth, 
sustainability and prosperity

• Key sectors: life sciences, agri-tech, aerospace 
and defence, digital and creative, cleantech, 
advanced manufacturing



International collaborators



Sharing sustainability best practice



UK–EU territorial cooperation post-2020

• East of England working with UK government 
and EU institutions to help shape UK–EU 
territorial cooperation post-2020

• European Commissioner and DG REGIO “open 
minded” on future UK participation

• UK government evaluating ETCs for value for 
money, added EU value, legacy and sustainability, 
and the wider use of ETC solutions to determine 
future UK participation

• Dependent on agreed principles of access to EU 
funding instruments, e.g. Norway model? 



Routes to future collaboration?

• Next generation of Territorial Co-operation 
Programmes 

• With GBP replacing ERDF (e.g. Norway)?

• FP10 research and innovation
• But under what access conditions?
• Universities and SMEs

• No access to EU funding
• Build on existing partnerships and project outcomes
• Innovative financing models
• Bilateral trade deal spin-offs
• Informal twinning / MoU



Seeing the bigger picture

Transnational collaboration: broadening 
horizons and raising ambitions
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